Top 10 Reasons Our Clients Use Integrabiz
Over Other Coaching Providers
1.

We are Coaches and ONLY Coaches. We are professionally trained, and
have a commitment to ongoing professional development.

The lack of regulation in the coaching industry means anyone can call themselves a coach regardless of
whether they are trained as a coach or not. Our field of expertise is coaching and our core business is
coaching. We are not counsellors, therapists, or consultants. Nor do we have an existing business with
coaching services bolted on as is the trend at the moment.
All of our Coaches have trained for a minimum of 4 years at one of the established coach training
institutions out of the USA (the birthplace of the Coaching Profession). Many of us are working towards
our Masters. Our focus is 100% coaching and maintaining the integrity of the coaching profession though
the upholding of the professional standards and ethics of the International Coach Federation

2.

It is a Real Business.

To us, it seems a little trite to point it out, but to our clients it makes a big difference. Many inexperienced coaches have coaching as an additional source of income to their ‘day’ job, and have been
in ‘transition’ to coaching for a number of years. Integrabiz has been through the start up stage of an
emerging coaching practice and is now an established coaching business – this means our clients get a
coach who is 100% Client Focused.

3.

We focus on the Whole of You for Results that Last.

Results fast – that’s what everyone wants. Our clients are intelligent and know that overnight results are
a fantasy. Lets face if - it was easy – you wouldn’t consider using a coach. Our clients partner with us
because their results from coaching LAST.
Real coaching is focused on you taking action to get results – but not at the expense of making a lasting
difference. For example – You want to exercise and commit to exercising 5 days a week – some
coaches would call accountability calling you EVERY day to make sure you did it. Most people respond if
someone is watching over their shoulder – but what happens the week after, when the coach doesn’t call
– the results fizzle.
Our clients are coached on how to tap into their own internal motivation and resilience – this way its on
tap 100% of the time to use any time, any where, in any area of their life. Our client results don’t happen
overnight, but they do happen, and always faster than what they would have achieved on their own.
They are always BIG!

4.

We Have Coaches Available for Individual Coaching Specialties

Passionate coaches make for passionate clients. Our coaches’ only coach in areas they are passionate
about. Our focused approach to our clients needs mean you have business type, or professional
specialty coaches on demand for you.
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5.

All Our Coaches have Mentor Coaches

Integrabiz Coaches practice what they preach, and all have Mentor Coaches. Mentor coaches are on
hand as an additional resource to our clients and to assist in the Professional Development of our
Coaches. There’s no point in coaching you when we have been coached there ourselves – I mean,
where’s the integrity in that?

6.

We Coach with the ‘Edge’ & use ‘Laser’ Coaching

Lets face it – you’ve got friends, you don’t need your coach to be your friend (though often due to the
nature of the relationship we become so). What you need from a coach if for them to Coach you –
without judgement, or agenda. Our clients benefit from our ‘cut to the chase’ philosophy, and our habit of
asking them to call ‘it’ as it really ‘is’. We call this Laser coaching - it saves everyone a lot of time, and
our clients a lot of money.

7.

We are Competitive in our Pricing

Our fees represent excellent value for service. Clients receive their chosen, allocated time each month
as their standard offering, along with all the resources that are given to the client as a part of the
coaching process. In addition to this our clients also receive, at no extra charge, unlimited emails, and
scheduled on call ‘power’ coaching when needed.

8.

100 % Satisfaction Money Back Guarantee

Coaching is a ‘new’ profession to Australians, it gives our newer clients comfort to know that their
coaching relationship is back by a 100% Satisfaction Money Back Guarantee, it takes the risk out of their
decision to hire a coach.

9.

We Believe in the Impossible

Some of our clients (especially business start-ups) have BIG visions and BIG goals. We Love that! When
the going gets tough (as it always does with BIG goals) our coaches are standing by you all the way –
holding your vision, and reminding you of it, when it’s a little hard for you to do it yourself. Our philosophy
is “If you can see it – you can achieve it”.

10.

We Have FUN!

Making BIG changes is seen as hard work for a lot of people. Our coaches explode that myth. Our
clients find their sessions contain the ingredients of lightness, freshness and fun! They walk away from
their sessions energised with purpose. Coaching is about getting free – and moving forward as smoothly
and seamlessly as possible.
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